
 

 

 

 

 

 

I. Listen to the conversation and decide whether the statements are True or False. 

1. It is rainy in Brazil at the moment.  

2. Kathy’s sister is sunbathing.  

3. Kathy thinks shopping is boring.  

4. Kathy’s dad is drinking tea at the moment. 

5. They are going to go sailing tomorrow evening. 

II. Choose the word which is pronounced differently from the others.  

6. A. open  B. flower  C. close  D. nose 

7. A. tables  B. watches  C. matches  D. houses 

8. A. apple  B. map   C. man   D. water 

9. A. between  B. behind  C. next   D. me  

10. A. lamp  B. play   C. stay   D. crazy 

III. Choose the odd one out.  

11. A. sunny  B. warm  C. cloudy  D. snow 

12. A. dress  B. skirt   C. jacket  D. trainers 

13. A. summer  B. winter  C. cool   D. autumn  

14. A. belt  B. necklace  C. boots  D. jewelry  

15. A. T-shirt  B. shirt   C. jumper  D. shorts  

IV. Choose the best answer.  

16. What is Lan doing now? – She ________ aerobics. 

A. is doing  B. are doing  C. does  D. do 

17. Where are ________ socks? I can’t find ________. 

A. mine/ them  B. my/ it  C. my/ them  D. mine/ their 

18. You _____ cook. You can buy food at the campsite. 

A. have to  B. will   C. don’t have to D. aren’t 

19. Be careful, look both ways before you walk _____ the road. 

A. out of  B. into   C. over   D. across 

20. What’s the _________ like in the summer? 

A. sun   B. hot   C. weather   D. season 

21. That’s the phone. I ______ it.  

A. will answer     B. am going to answer        

C. is answering    D. will answering 
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22. They like games. They ________ soccer at the moment. 

A. are playing  B. plays  C. play   D. runs 

23. __________ you __________ to the party tonight? 

A. Are – going B. Will – go  C. Do – go  D. Does – go  

24. Tonight, I ____ home to read books. I’ve borrowed some. 

A. am going to stay B. will stay  C. stay   D. stays 

25. Right now, Jane ____ skateboarding with her sister.  

A. is going  B. will go  C. is going to go D. goes 

V. Read the postcard and choose the given words to fill in the blanks: visit - but - weather – delicious - 

sunny 

Hi Alice, 

Ha Noi is a great city. The (26) ___ is fine. It’s (27) ___ all the time. The food is cheap and (28) ___. The 

people here are friendly and hospitable. The hotel where we’re staying is small (29) ___ comfortable. 

Yesterday we went to the Temple of Literature, Sword Lake and the Art museum. I have eaten Banh Tom 

today. I love it! Tomorrow we are going to (30) ___ Ngoc Son Temple and Dong Xuan market. 

Wish you were here! 

Your friend, 

Mark 

VI. Read the text and decide whether the statements are Right (R), Wrong (W) or Doesn’t Say (DS).  

There are four seasons in a year in my country. They are spring, summer, fall and winter. In the spring, the 

weather is usually warm. Sometimes it’s cold but not very cold. There are many flowers in the spring. After 

spring, it is the summer. In the summer, the days are long, and the nights are short. I often go fishing in the 

summer. Fall is a nice season. The weather is often cool. In the winter, it’s usually very cold. I always wear 

warm clothes in the winter. 

31. Four seasons in a year in my country are spring, summer, autumn and winter. 

32. In the spring, it’s always warm and never cold.  

33. In the summer, the days are long, and the nights are short.  

34. I can catch a lot of fish when I go fishing in the summer.  

35. In the winter, I always wear warm clothes because it’s very cold.  

VII. Look at the answers and fill in the questions.  

36. A: Who ___________________________? - B: Neil Armstrong was a famous astronaut.  

37. A: When __________________________? - B: He was born in 1930.  

38. A: Where __________________________? - B: He was from Ohio, USA.  

39. A: What ___________________________? - B: He studied aerospace engineering.  

40. A: What ___________________________? - B: He is famous for being the first person to walk on the 

moon.  


